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Abstract
Adaptive behavior frequently depends on inference from past experience. Recent studies suggest

that the underlying process of integrating related memories may depend on interaction between

hippocampus and prefrontal cortex. Here, we investigated how hippocampal damage affects mem-

ory integration. Subjects with mediotemporal lesions and healthy controls learned a set of

overlapping AB- and BC-associations (object-face- and face-object pairs) and were then tested for

memory of these associations (“direct” trials) and of inferential AC-associations (“indirect” trials).

The experiment consisted of four encoding/retrieval cycles. In direct trials, performance of patients

and controls was similar and stable across cycles. By contrast, in indirect trials, patients and controls

showed distinct patterns of behavior. Whereas patients and controls initially showed only minor

differences, controls increased performance across subsequent cycles, while patient performance

decreased to chance level. Further analysis suggested that this deficit was not merely a conse-

quence of impaired associative memory but rather resulted from an additional hippocampal

contribution to memory integration. Our findings further suggest that contextual factors modulate

this contribution. Patient deficits in more complex memory-guided behavior may depend on the

flexible interaction of hippocampus-dependent and -independent mechanisms of memory

integration.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

An important prerequisite for adaptive behavior is the ability to form

relational memory networks out of multiple distinct experiences and to

draw on information from these networks in novel behavioral contexts.

This process has been termed memory integration and is thought to

underlie flexible decision making and multiple other cognitive faculties

such as spatial navigation, imagination of the future and creativity (Pal-

ombo, Keane, & Verfaellie, 2014; Preston and Eichenbaum 2013;

Schlichting and Preston, 2015; Shohamy and Daw, 2015; Zeithamova,

Schlichting, & Preston, 2012a). Following pioneering research in rats

(Bunsey and Eichenbaum, 1996; Dusek and Eichenbaum, 1997), recent

studies in healthy humans suggests a pivotal role of the hippocampus

within networks for memory integration (Palombo et al., 2014; Preston

and Eichenbaum, 2013; Schlichting and Preston, 2015; Shohamy and

Daw, 2015; Zeithamova et al. 2012a). One hypothesis posits that the

hippocampus provides integrated representations that shape individual

behavioral preferences, even in conditions that involve implicit and

reward-related learning, that is, forms of learning and memory that are

commonly thought to be less dependent on the hippocampus (e.g., Bar-

ron, Dolan, & Behrens, 2013; Gluth, Sommer, Rieskamp, & B€uchel,

2015; Reber, Luechinger, Boesiger, & Henke, 2012; Wimmer and Shoh-

amy, 2012; Zeithamova, Dominick, & Preston, 2012b). A mechanism

supporting integration is supposed to be the flexible creation of
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overlapping neural representations between distinct but related memo-

ries via pattern completion and novelty detection (Preston and Eichen-

baum, 2013; Schlichting and Preston, 2015; Shohamy and Daw, 2015;

Zeithamova et al., 2012a). Behavioral and Imaging studies further sug-

gest that memory integration may occur both during encoding of new

information and during retrieval of previously formed memories imme-

diately before behavior is initiated (e.g., Horner and Burgess 2014;

Schlichting and Preston, 2015; Schlichting, Zeithamova, & Preston,

2014; Zeithamova and Preston, 2010, Zeithamova et al., 2012b).

Although these findings allow for the prediction that hippocampal

dysfunction should yield behavioral deficits beyond mere memory

impairments (Schlichting and Preston, 2015; Shohamy and Turk-

Browne, 2013), few human studies have addressed the interrelation-

ship of hippocampal dysfunction, memory integration and other cogni-

tive functions such as decision making so far (Gleichgerrcht, Ibanez,

Roca, Torralva, & Manes, 2010; Shadlen and Shohamy, 2016). This is

surprising, as significant impairments in complex behaviors and real-

world decision making concerning finance, healthcare and so forth

have been demonstrated in patients with disorders affecting the hippo-

campus, for example in mild cognitive impairment, Alzheimer’s disease

and schizophrenia (e.g., Han, Boyle, James, Yu, & Bennett, 2015; Lee,

2013; Martin, et al., 2013).

Here, we investigated effects of hippocampal damage on memory

integration. Adult human subjects with damage to the medial temporal

lobe performed a visual associative inference task that required mem-

ory of face-object pairs and integration of these memories for decision

between choice options (Zeithamova and Preston, 2010; Zeithamova

et al., 2012a, 2012b). We tested whether behavioral deficits in patients

merely result from impaired memory or from dysfunction of a

hippocampus-dependent integration mechanism.

2 | MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1 | Subjects

A group of five subjects with damage to the right medial temporal lobe

(MTL) was recruited from the Department of Neurology at the Charit�e

—Universitätsmedizin Berlin, Germany (two females; mean age 45.86

7.2 years, Table 1). All patients acquired MTL damage in adulthood

(four postsurgical lesions following resection of a benign brain tumor,

one postencephalitic lesion). Four patients had already participated in

previous studies of our group (patients 1, 4, 5, and 21 of Esfahani-

Bayerl et al. (2016). The fifth patient is a 57-year-old female with a

MTL lesion following resection of a low-grade glioma 11 months

before testing. All patients were right-handed and normal on neurologi-

cal examination. Mean delay between MTL lesion and testing was

92626 months. Lesions were reconstructed from routine coronal

MRIs according to the method proposed in Esfahani-Bayerl et al.

(2016). All five patients sustained damage to the right anterior hippo-

campus, right entorhinal cortex and parts of right perirhinal cortex

(Table 2). The right parahippocampal cortex was additionally involved

in two patients. The left hippocampus, left entorhinal cortex, left peri-

rhinal cortex and left parahippocampal cortex was involved in one

patient. The control group consisted of 17 normal subjects without any

history of neurological disorders (eight females; mean age 43.662.5

years). In all subjects, verbal and non-verbal intelligence were assessed

using the MWT-B, a German equivalent to the National Adult Reading

Test (Lehrl, 2005) and the sub-test no. 3 of LPS, a German equivalent

to Raven’s Progressive Matrices (Horn, 1983). Spatial working memory

was tested with Corsi Block Tapping test forward and backward.

Visuo-spatial abilities were tested with the Rey-Osterrieth Complex

Figure test. No significant group differences were found for any of

these measures (verbal IQ; patients, 11166.1; controls, 11462.7;

p50.68, Mann-Whitney test; LPS-scores (t values); patients, 57.56

3.9; controls, 58.161.6; p50.69; Corsi Blocks forward; patients,

8.360.5; controls, 8.660.6; p50.50; Corsi Blocks backward;

patients, 960.7; controls, 7.960.2; p50.1; Rey-Osterrieth copy;

patients, 35.360.3; controls, 35.460.2; p50.45; Rey-Osterrieth

immediate; patients, 22.863; controls 22.561.6; p51; Rey-

Osterrieth delayed; patients, 19.861.4; controls 23.161.4; p50.28).

Informed consent was obtained from all subjects before participation

in the study, which was approved by the local Ethical Committee and

conducted in conformity with the Declaration of Helsinki.

2.2 | Experimental paradigm

Subjects were tested with a variant of an associative inference task

originally used in fMRI studies of memory integration (Zeithamova and

Preston, 2010; Zeithamova et al., 2012b). In this task, subjects learned

a set of overlapping associations (A-B- and B-C-associations, i.e.,

TABLE 1 Individual patient characteristics

Patient Diagnosis Sex Age
Years of
education

Time since
lesion (months)

Clinical notes/
histopathology

Anticonvulsant medication/
centrally acting drugs

1 R-MTL F 42 12 133 Pilomyxoid astrocytoma Gabapentin 900 mg day21

2 R-MTL M 24 13 107 Neuroepithelial tumor lamotrigine 200 mg day21

3 R-MTL M 24 17 155 Pigmented astrocytoma None

4 B-MTL M 53 15 53 Herpes encephalitis, HSV1 Citalopram 20 mg d21;
opipramol 150 mg d21

5 R-MTL F 57 15 11 Low-grade glioma Levetiracetam 2,000 mg d21;
eslicarbazepine 1,200 mg d21

R-MTL, post-surgical damage to the right medial temporal lobe; B-MTL post-encephalitic damage to the right and left medial temporal lobe; F, female, M, male.
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object-face- and face-object pairs). After a delay, subjects were tested

for memory either of these associations or of inferential A-C-

associations (Figure 1).

Stimuli consisted of 96 images of objects (e.g., fruits, tools, clothes

etc.) and 64 color images of human faces (32 females). In AB-trials,

objects and faces were presented pair-wise in pseudo-random and

trial-unique combinations that overlapped with corresponding BC-

trials. The overlapping B-stimulus always consisted of a face. As a con-

trol condition, subjects were presented DE-stimuli that consisted of

pseudo-random and trial-unique combinations of faces and objects.

The structure of the task was as follows: During encoding blocks,

subjects learned a set of AB-, BC- and DE-associations. During subse-

quent retrieval blocks, subjects were tested for inferential AC-

associations (‘indirect trials’) and for memory of AB-, BC-, and DE-

associations (“direct trials”). The experiment consisted of a pseudoran-

dom sequence of four cycles, each consisting of an encoding block fol-

lowed by a delay and a retrieval block (Figure 1).

Encoding blocks consisted of 24 trials (8 AB-, 8 BC-, and 8 DE-tri-

als). Trials were presented in pseudorandom order. AB-trials always

preceded the corresponding BC-trials. Overlapping AB- and BC-trials

were presented between three and eight trials apart in order to avoid

direct repetition of B-stimuli. DE-trials were interleaved with AB- and

BC-trials. In each trial, stimulus pairs were presented for 5 s followed

by a response period, during which subjects were asked to indicate by

keypress whether two of the stimuli are living objects or only one (e.g.,

a vehicle and a face, a plant and a face). The inter-trial interval was

unpredictably varied between 1 and 3 s.

Retrieval blocks consisted of 32 trials (8 AC-, 8 AB-, 8 BC-, and 8

DE-trials) and were started 5 min after termination of the corresponding

encoding blocks (“delay” in Figure 1). AC-trials were always presented

at the beginning of a block in order to avoid re-learning of AB- or BC-

associations before testing of AC-associations. In each trial, an A-, B-, or

D-stimulus was presented in the center of the top half of the screen

and two choice stimuli (B-, C-, or E-stimuli) were presented in the lower

half of the screen (see Figure). In indirect (AC-) trials, subjects were

requested to indicate by keypress which of the two (C-) stimuli in the

lower half of the screen shared an indirect association with the (A-)

stimulus in the top half of the screen. That is, which choice stimulus in

the lower half of the screen was presented together with the same (B-)

face as the stimulus in the top half of the screen. In direct trials, subjects

were requested to indicate by keypress which of the two (B-, C-, or E-

stimuli) stimuli in the lower half of the screen was presented together

with the (A-) stimulus in the top half of the screen. Both during direct

and indirect trials, foil stimuli were always part of other associations

during encoding blocks. Thus, there was no difference in familiarity

between target and foil stimuli. Stimuli were presented until a subject’s

manual response terminated the trial. All stimuli were only used within

a given cycle. Neither retrieval of indirect associations nor of direct

associations related to stimuli that were encoded in preceding cycles.

Before testing, all subjects received written standardized instruc-

tions with figures showing example stimuli. All subjects were well

informed about the necessity to make inferential AC-judgments in

retrieval blocks. All subjects received training of the paradigm with a

fixed number of training trials. During training, encoding blocks con-

sisted of three AB-, three BC-, and three DE-stimuli. Retrieval blocks

consisted of three indirect (AC-) trials and nine direct (AB-, BC-, and

DE-) trials. Stimuli from training trials were not part of the final experi-

ment. All subjects reported full comprehension of instructions.

TABLE 2 Lesion analysis

Subject R-HIP R-ERC R-PRC R-PHC L-HIP L-ERC L-PRC L-PHC

1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0

2 1 11 11 0 0 0 0 0

3 111 11 11 1 0 0 0 0

4 11 11 11 1 11 11 11 1

5 11 1 1 0 0 0 0 0

R, right; L, left; HIP, hippocampus; ERC, entorhinal cortex; PRC, perirhinal cortex; PHC, parahippocampal cortex; 0, region unaffected; 1, rostrocaudal
lesion extent �20 mm; 11, �40 mm; 111, >40 mm.

FIGURE 1 Task and stimuli. (a) Structure of the experiment; four
consecutive cycles consisting of encoding- and retrieval-blocks
(“e” and “r”), separated by a delay (“d”). (b) Example stimuli during
encoding and retrieval blocks. Note overlap of AB- with BC-stimuli
during encoding and distinct stimulus configurations of direct and
indirect retrieval trials. Correct choices are encircled in green
[Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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2.3 | Data analysis

Behavioral measures consisted of percentage of correct responses for

a given trial type and reaction times (RTs) of correct trials of a given

trial type. Medians were used to describe individual average RTs.

Because RTs and percentages are usually not normally distributed and

since the sample sizes permitted no meaningful conclusions about data

distribution, analysis was conducted by using non-parametric statistical

tests throughout (Altman, 1991; Altman and Bland, 2009).

3 | RESULTS

3.1 | Accuracy

Similar to previous studies on associative inference (e.g., Armstrong,

Williams, & Heckers, 2012; Zeithamova and Preston, 2010), we first

analyzed overall group performance differences across the two major

categories of trials, that is, direct trials and indirect trials. In direct trials,

we found no significant differences between the three trial types (AB-,

BC-, and DE-trials), neither in patients nor in controls (patients:

p50.091; controls: p50,092 Friedman-ANOVA). Direct trials were

thus pooled for further analysis. On average, patient performance in

direct trials was inferior to controls (patients: 75.6%65.8%, controls:

85.2%62.8% correct, Figure 2). These differences did however not

achieve significance (p50.071; Mann–Whitney test). In indirect trials

(AC-trials), patients showed a slightly more pronounced and significant

deficit (patients: 58.1%65.8%, controls: 76.8%63.7% correct;

p50.038, Mann–Whitney test). Although these differences may sug-

gest that performance in indirect trials may have involved computa-

tional processes that were less required in direct trials, defective

memory of direct associations may have contributed to impaired over-

all performance in indirect trials. We therefore conducted an additional

analysis, where we calculated accuracy of those indirect trials, for

which both AB- and BC-stimuli were correctly remembered in the cor-

responding direct trials. With this analysis, overall group differences for

indirect trials were still present, but smaller and no longer significant

(patients: 67.2%67.2%, controls: 77.7%64.8% correct; p50.19,

Mann–Whitney test).

Next, we took a closer look at possible performance changes

across cycles. We reasoned that repeated presentation of encoding

and retrieval blocks across the four cycles of the experiment may have

allowed for adjustment of behavior following individual perception of

performance in initial retrieval blocks. Indeed, performance and per-

formance differences between groups were not constant across cycles.

In cycles 1 and 2, patients and controls showed only minor perform-

ance differences in indirect trials (cycle 1: patients: 65.0%67.3%, con-

trols: 71.3%65.3% correct, p50.49 group difference; cycle 2:

patients 62.5%66.9%, controls: 75.0%65.5% correct, p50.36 group

difference, Mann–Whitney test, Figure 3). This suggests that—at least

in certain conditions—patients are not necessarily inferior to controls in

tasks that require integration of associations in memory. However, dur-

ing the course of the experiment, controls increased their performance

in indirect trials up to 80.1%63.2% in cycle 3 and 80.9%64.6% in

cycle 4, while patient performance decreased to chance level (50.0%6

10.5% in cycle 3 and 55.0%66.4% in cycle 4, respectively, p50.005

and 0.015 group differences, Mann–Whitney test, Figure 3). In parallel,

performance in direct trials remained fairly constant across cycles, both

in patients and controls. In particular, patient performance was far

above chance level in all cycles and did not drop during the course of

the experiment (cycle 1: 72.5%66.8%; cycle 4: 75.8%67.1%,

Figure 3).

To investigate whether the observed group differences for indirect

trials in the last two cycles of the experiment mainly result from dis-

tinct changes in memory integration across cycles rather than from a

deficit in associative memory, we again calculated accuracy of those

indirect trials, for which both AB- and BC-stimuli were correctly

remembered in the corresponding direct trials. With this analysis, in

cycles 1 and 2, performance in indirect trials was almost identical in

both groups (patients: 73.8%610.7%, controls: 75.0%66.0%;

p50.82, Mann–Whitney test). By contrast, in cycles 3 and 4, perform-

ance differed significantly (patients: 60.8%66.0%, controls: 80.8%6

4.3%; p50.015, Mann–Whitney test). Furthermore, we quantified the

contribution of memory integration to impaired performance in indirect

trials by calculating an additional measure (“Integration index”). We

subtracted accuracy of direct trials from accuracy in indirect trials in

each subject, separately for cycles 1 and 2 and cycles 3 and 4. We

FIGURE 2 Group results in patients (black bars) and controls (white bars). (a) Accuracy in direct and indirect trials; (b) Reaction time in
direct and indirect trials; error bars, standard error of the mean; *p50.038 significant difference between patients and controls
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reasoned that this measure controls for inter-individual differences in

general associative memory ability and more directly reflects a subjects’

integration performance. Thus, subjects with low memory integration

capabilities should show low integration indices. We found that the

Integration index did not differ between groups in cycles 1 and 2

(patients: 210.0%66.6%, controls: 213.7%62.4%, p50.669,

Mann–Whitney test) but significantly in cycles 3 and 4 (patients:

225.0%67.8%, controls 23.2%62.7%, p50.008, Mann–Whitney

test), with a decrease of the index in patients and an increase in

controls.

3.2 | Reaction times

We observed no significant differences in RTs between groups in direct

and indirect trials (direct trials; patients: 3,399 ms6264, controls:

2,786 ms6242, p50.12; Mann–Whitney test; indirect trials; patients:

5,283 ms6594, controls: 4,212 ms6386, p50.14; Mann–Whitney

test; Figure 2b). In direct trials, RTs remained fairly constant and

decreased only slightly across cycles in both groups (D RT cycles 1–4,

patients: 3466327 ms; controls: 3036242 ms; p51.0 Mann–Whit-

ney test; Figure 3c). Similarly, both groups decreased their RTs in indi-

rect trials, without significant differences between groups (D RT cycles

1–4, patients: 2325 ms61,173, controls: 821 ms6563; p50.54

Mann–Whitney test; Figure 3d). In controls, the RT decrease may

reflect practice effects and increased familiarity with the temporal

structure of the paradigm. In patients, the RT decrease in indirect trials

is difficult to interpret, as performance in cycles 3 and 4 of indirect tri-

als was at chance level. Theoretically, patients may have become

increasingly tired and simply tended to give priority to fast RTs over

correct choices in cycles 3 and 4 in indirect trials. However, since direct

and indirect trials were tested in the same retrieval blocks and since

RTs and accuracy of direct trials did not deteriorate in patients, this

hypothesis is not supported by our data.

3.3 | Correlation analyses

We hypothesized that the pattern of results may reflect an increased

reliance on integrated representations for AC-decisions as the experi-

ment proceeded—at least in controls. With repeated necessity of AC-

decisions, controls may have increasingly tended to form integrated

ABC triplets out of AB- and BC-associations during or after the encod-

ing blocks of the experiment in anticipation of future AC-decisions.

Alternatively, subjects may have become more efficient in recombining

AB- and BC-stimuli by the time an AC-decision is required. Imaging

studies show that accuracy of AC-decisions in conditions promoting

memory integration particularly correlates with hippocampal activation

during encoding of BC-associations, presumably leading to reactivation

of AB-associations and formation of integrated representations

FIGURE 3 Results in patients (black dots) and controls (white dots) across the four cycles of the experiment. (a) Accuracy in direct trials;
(b) Accuracy in indirect trials; (c) Reaction time in direct trials; (d) Reaction time in indirect trials; error bars, standard error of the mean;
*p50.015, **p50.005 significant difference between patients and controls
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(Schlichting et al., 2014; Zeithamova and Preston, 2010, Zeithamova

et al., 2012b). Building on these results, we conducted exploratory cor-

relation analyses between individual performance in indirect trials (AC-

trials) and the three direct trial types (AB-, BC-, and DE-trials) in the

control group. The number of subjects in the patient group was too

small for these analyses. We expected a correlation between accuracy

of AC-decisions and direct BC-trials in the case of memory integration.

We further reasoned that if it is indeed mainly the efficient recombina-

tion of previously encoded AB-, BC- and DE-associations that deter-

mines AC-decisions, AC-performance may show a relationship with all

of these direct trial types. This latter pattern was found for the begin-

ning of the experiment. In cycle 1, AC-performance correlated signifi-

cantly with performance in all direct trial types (AC-AB: r50.75,

p50.001; AC-BC: r50.76, p50.0001; AC-DE: r50.51, p50.04;

Spearman rank correlation, Figure 4). At the end of the experiment, in

cycle 4, AC-performance correlated significantly with performance in

BC-trials only (AC-AB: r50.44, p50.08; AC-BC: r50.57, p50.002;

AC-DE: r50.39, p50.12; Spearman rank correlation, Figure 4).

4 | DISCUSSION

The results of our experiment show that patients with medial temporal

lobe damage perform inferior to controls in a visual associative infer-

ence task that requires memory integration for correct inferential deci-

sions. This deficit is not readily explainable by a memory deficit

following hippocampal damage but appears to result from dysfunction

of an additional integration mechanism. Our findings further suggest

that this contribution is modulated by contextual factors.

The paradigm that we have used here is a modification of a visual

associative inference task that has repeatedly been used to study how

the brain constructs memory representations that can flexibly be used

for future behavior (Preston, Shrager, Dudukovic, & Gabrieli, 2004; Zei-

thamova and Preston, 2010; Zeithamova et al., 2012b). Similar para-

digms have incorporated information about value (Gerraty, Davidow,

Wimmer, Kahn, & Shohamy, 2014; Murty, FeldmanHall, Hunter,

Phelps, & Davachi, 2016; Wimmer and Shohamy, 2012) or used verbal

material that was presented subliminally (Duss et al., 2014; Reber et al.,

2012). Despite differences in stimulus material and the degree of con-

sciousness of processing of to-be-remembered items, the results of

these and other fMRI studies converge on a central role of the hippo-

campus within networks for memory integration (Palombo, Keane, &

Verfaellie, 2015; Schlichting and Preston, 2015; Shohamy and Daw,

2015; Zeithamova et al., 2012a). In healthy controls, the individual

intrinsic connectivity of the hippocampus to ventromedial prefrontal

cortex has been shown to predict a subjects’ memory integration per-

formance (Gerraty et al., 2014). This interaction appears also to be criti-

cal for simulation and evaluation of outcomes by integration of

activated representations of past experiences (Barron et al., 2013).

Moreover, coupling between both regions may be involved in valuation

and biasing of choice options during memory-guided decisions (Gluth

et al., 2015).

The central role of hippocampal-neocortical interactions for mem-

ory integration conversely suggests a multitude of behavioral deficits,

FIGURE 4 Correlation analyses in controls (n517 subjects). Correlation of accuracy in indirect trials (AC-accuracy, x axis) with accuracy in
direct trials (AB-, BC-, DE-accuracy, y axis). A, B, C, correlations for cycle 1 of the experiment; D, E, F, correlations for cycle 4 of the experi-
ment. r, correlation coefficient from Spearman rank correlation. Dot size indicates number of identical values
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including decision making, in patients with hippocampal dysfunction

that transcend the well-investigated memory deficits for “direct” asso-

ciations. Previous studies in patients with various neuropsychiatric dis-

orders such as amnesic mild cognitive impairment or schizophrenia

suggest that this might be the case (see C�aceda, Nemeroff, & Harvey,

2014; Gleichgerrcht et al., 2010; Lee, 2013 for reviews). The precise

neurobiological underpinnings of these deficits are however unclear

and probably manifold. In particular, whether and how deficient

hippocampus-dependent memory integration may contribute to more

complex behavioral impairments has only rarely been investigated in

neuropsychiatric patients. In studies on subjects with schizophrenia

with an associative inference paradigm that uses house-face associa-

tions, patients performed inferior to healthy controls in indirect trials,

while performance in direct trials was relatively preserved (Armstrong

et al., 2012). Both the overall pattern of results and the absolute accu-

racy values show remarkable similarity to the performance levels in our

study. Although it has been speculated that associative inference in

schizophrenia may result from hippocampal dysfunction, it is principally

difficult to establish unequivocal brain-behavior relationships in a com-

plex neurodevelopmental disorder like schizophrenia or in a neurode-

generative disorder like Alzheimer’s disease. So far, there have been no

lesion studies of associative inference in human patients and only a

handful of studies with related paradigms. In a study on aged human

subjects with hippocampal atrophy, performance was deficient in an

acquired equivalence task, that is, a task that assesses a subjects’ ability

to generalize from previously trained associations on novel associations

(Myers et al., 2003). Similar results were found in patients with amnesic

syndromes following global cerebral hypoxia, a classic lesion model for

hippocampal dysfunction (Myers et al., 2008). Despite uncertainties

about the extent and selectivity of hippocampal damage in these disor-

ders, neuro-computational simulation of hippocampal dysfunction dur-

ing acquired equivalence yields behavioral impairments that match

those observed in patients (Moustafa, Keri, Herzallah, Myers, & Gluck,

2010). Our data thus provide a link between imaging studies of mem-

ory integration/inferential reasoning in healthy controls and behavioral

studies in neuropsychiatric patients, by showing that damage to the

hippocampus is sufficient to create a memory integration deficit that

manifests in inappropriate decisions, even when memory of individual

associations is relatively preserved.

Our results complement recent imaging evidence that hippocampal

and prefrontal contributions to memory integration are not constant,

but rather modulated by contextual factors, for example the number of

stimulus repetitions or blocked versus mixed presentation of AB- and

BC-stimuli during encoding blocks of associative inference tasks

(Schlichting, Mumford, & Preston, 2015; Zeithamova et al., 2012b).

Memory integration may occur by the time an AC-decision is required

and may be achieved by retrieving and integrating individual AB- and

BC-associations (“recombination at retrieval,” Zeithamova et al., 2012a

or “prospective integration,” Shohamy and Daw, 2015). This option is

highly flexible but associated with processing delays by the time a

behavioral response is required (Schlichting et al., 2014; Shohamy and

Daw, 2015). Integration may also occur at encoding or offline during

the delay, with encoding of BC-associations leading to re-activation of

previous AB-associations and subsequent integration to ABC-

representations before an AC-decision is required (“integrative encod-

ing,” Zeithamova et al., 2012a or “retrospective integration,” Shohamy

and Daw, 2015). Previous imaging studies suggest that the hippocam-

pus may be involved in integration at retrieval (Heckers, Zalesak, Weiss,

Ditman, & Titone, 2004; Preston et al., 2004). More recent studies

have shown that the hippocampus may equally be important for inte-

gration at encoding (Shohamy and Wagner, 2008; Wimmer and Shoh-

amy, 2012; Zeithamova and Preston, 2010; Zeithamova et al., 2012b),

This function appears to be particularly dependent on posterior ventro-

medial prefrontal cortex and the anterior hippocampus on the right

side—at least in visual integration tasks (Schlichting et al., 2015), that is,

the brain region that was affected in all our patients. By using a visual

associative inference paradigm that inspired the design of our study, it

has further been shown that activity in hippocampus and parahippo-

campal cortex during encoding of individual associations relates to later

AC-inference (Zeithamova and Preston, 2010). Notably, it was activity

in BC-trials that showed this effect, suggesting that stimuli in BC-trials

triggered hippocampal pattern completion mechanisms that reactivated

preceding overlapping AB-representations (Zeithamova and Preston,

2010). In a subsequent study, the degree of reactivation of AB-

representations in anterior MTL-regions during encoding in BC-trials

directly predicted AC-inference (Zeithamova et al., 2012b). Consistent

with the idea that integration at encoding reduces processing delays at

retrieval, it has been shown that neural activity in hippocampal CA1 is

more similar between BC- and AC-trials when the reaction time in AC-

trials is short (Schlichting et al., 2014). The results from our explorative

correlation analyses are compatible with these findings and suggest

that memory integration does not occur automatically, but may also be

modulated by the repetition of encoding-retrieval cycles as contextual

factor. The differential correlations between indirect and direct trials at

the beginning and at the end of our experiment must however be inter-

preted with caution, as the sample size of our control group was small.

Weaker but relevant correlations between memory of direct associa-

tions and inferential decisions may have remained undetected. It would

thus be premature to suggest a major strategy change for memory inte-

gration across the cycles of our experiment—in addition to likely prac-

tice effects. Furthermore, recombination at retrieval and integrative

encoding are not mutually exclusive and can both be recruited during a

single task (Palombo et al., 2015; Shohamy and Daw, 2015; Zeitha-

mova et al., 2012a). Inferential decisions may thus be influenced by

both mechanisms, with only relative predominance of one or the other.

Together with the changes in integration index, our results may thus

indicate an increasing tendency of control subjects to form integrated

ABC-representations during or following encoding in anticipation of

future AC-decisions in indirect trials, but they do not rule out a signifi-

cant contribution of recombination at retrieval.

While average performance of patients in indirect trials was—as

expected—inferior to controls, the pattern of accuracy across cycles is

surprising. Despite increasing familiarity with the task, patients showed

less efficient behavior with deterioration of accuracy across cycles. It
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may be speculated that the underlying mechanism was the same as in

controls, that is, the formation of integrated representations, presum-

ably reflecting a still intact cognitive routine for new behavioral con-

texts that is however prone to fail, since it depends on an intact

hippocampus. It will thus be important to investigate whether it is pos-

sible to revert the increasing impairment by creating conditions that

discourage reliance on integrated representations, for example by pro-

viding feedback about deficient performance during the experiment.

The dynamics of our patients’ deficits further suggest that the role of

the hippocampus within networks for memory integration is dependent

on contextual factors. Therefore, in some conditions, inferential deci-

sions may sufficiently be supported by networks outside the damaged

medial temporal lobe. Whether these networks involve intact residual

hippocampus or neocortex may be clarified by combining lesion with

functional imaging studies.

Taken together, the findings reported here suggest that lesions to

the medial temporal lobe can impair performance in tasks requiring

memory integration. The magnitude of behavioral deficits may depend

on whether a particular behavioral context promotes the formation of

integrated representations in anticipation of future decisions. It remains

to be determined how this deficit translates into real-world decision

making in neuropsychiatric patients and whether strategies that

encourage less hippocampus-dependent mechanisms of memory inte-

gration optimize behavior in patients with disorders affecting the

medial temporal lobe.
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